Brian Roy Bluhm

Brian Roy Bluhm was born in Cedar Rapids, Iowa, on
July 19, 1981. Brian graduated from secondary school at
duPont Manual in Louisville, Ky., and earned his bachelor of
science in civil engineering from Virginia Tech in December
2004.
After enrolling in the civil engineering master’s degree
program at Tech, Brian served as a teacher’s assistant and
focused on water resources, with sustainability of water
quantity using safe yield of a reservoir during a critical
drought period as his main research area. He completed his
degree in 2007.
Brian was a member of the Virginia Tech Alumni Association, American Society of Civil Engineers, and the Baptist
Collegiate Ministries, among other organizations. His thirst
for knowledge was endless and his interests wide-ranging,
among them music, history, nature, and animals. His first
love was for God, which he exemplified through his kindness,
warm smile, memorable laugh,
and friendliness, and he loved his
family and friends.
Growing up, Brian was passionate about sports, particularly
baseball, and his favorite team
was the Detroit Tigers. He also
loved Virginia Tech sports, especially football and basketball. He
showed up for games in Virginia
Tech colors to show his support.
Brian, who had passed the first section of his Professional
Engineer exam, had recently accepted a position in the engineering firm Hatch Mott MacDonald in Hunt Valley, Md.
Brian would want to be remembered for his love of God,
family, and friends, the Detroit Tigers, and Virginia Tech. He
loved life and lived it to the fullest.

Ryan Christopher Clark

Ryan Christopher Clark, age 22, was born in Landstuhl,
West Germany, on May 29, 1984, to Letitie and Stanley
Clark.
He grew up in Martinez, Ga., and graduated from Lakeside High School in May 2002.
Ryan, who became interested in
music when he was in the sixth
grade, was a member of the
Lakeside Marching Band and the
Boy Scouts of America. He was
active in many service organizations, including Communities in
Schools of Augusta/Richmond
County Teen Health Corps and
Golden Harvest Food Bank. He
was also a counselor and then
the musical director at Camp Big
Heart, where he spent two weeks
every summer for the past eight years working with mentally
impaired children.
At Virginia Tech, Ryan was a member of the Class of
2007 and was scheduled to receive his bachelor of science
with a triple major in psychology, biology, and English at the
2007 Commencement. He planned to pursue a Ph.D. in neuroscience and wanted to work with the mentally impaired.
During his time as a Virginia Tech student, he was a
distinguished campus leader. He played the baritone in the
Marching Virginians and was a resident advisor in West
Ambler Johnston Hall. He also was an advisor in the Imaginarium programming resource center and worked at West
End Market.
Known to his friends as “Stack,” Ryan leaves memories
that will be forever cherished in the hearts of his immediate
and extended family, band mates, residents of Ambler Johnston Hall, colleagues, and friends.
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